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NEARLY BOREL SETS AND PRODUCT MEASURES

ROY A. JOHNSON

We examine those Borel measures which are inner
regular with respect to the class of bounded sets containing
the closure of each of their countable subsets. It is shown
that such a Borel measure can be extended to a measure
on the sigma-ring generated by that class of sets. Appli-
cations are given to the product of two Borel measures.

1* Introduction* Throughout this paper X and Y will be lo-
cally compact spaces (all topological spaces will be assumed to be
Hausdorff spaces), and μ and v will be Borel measures on X and
Y, respectively. In other words, μ is a countably additive, non-
negative measure on the sigma-ring generated by the class of compact
sets in X, and each compact set has finite /^-measure. For undefined
measure theoretic terminology, the reader is referred to [4]. A
subset of X will be called nearly closed or n-closed if it contains the
closure (in X) of each of its countable subsets; the complement of an
n-closed set will be called nearly open or n-open. In view of the
Axiom of Choice, the n-closed sets of a first countable space are in
fact closed sets. Hence, the focus of this paper is on spaces which
are not first countable; in particular, the topological groups of interest
will be the nonmetrizable groups.

Recall that a set is bounded or relatively compact if its closure
is compact. Every bounded, n-closed set is ω-bounded in the sense
of [3, p. 201], although not every ω-bounded set is bounded or
even sigma-bounded. In keeping with [8, §2], a class of sets
is called a compact class if for each sequence in the class, the
nonempty intersection for each n of the first n terms of the
sequence implies that the intersection of the sequence is nonempty.
The class of bounded n-closed sets is particularly important for this
paper because of the following theorem which shows that this class
is a compact class.

THEOREM 1.1. // {CJ is a sequence of bounded n-closed sets
having the finite intersection property, then nC* is nonempty.

Proof. Since the intersection of a family of n-closed sets is
n-closed, we may assume without loss of generality that {CJ is a
decreasing sequence of nonempty, bounded n-closed sets. For each
i9 choose xt e Cίβ Notice that {xn: n ^ i) c C* for each i. Let Bt =
closure({αv. n^i}). Since C* is n-closed, we see that Bt c Ct for each
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i. Since each Ct is bounded, each B{ is thus compact. The sets Bt

form a decreasing sequence of nonempty compact sets, so that D-B*
and hence f]Ci is nonempty.

The Borel measure μ will be called regular if for each Borel
set E,

μ(E) = sup{μ(iθ: K is a compact subset of E} .

We shall say that μ is nearly regular or n-regular if for each Borel
set #,

μ(E) = sup{μ(C): CaE and C is a bounded, ^-closed Borel set} .

Every regular Borel measure is clearly n-regular, but n-regular Borel
measures can fail to be regular as we shall see later.

Just as the class of Borel sets of X is the sigma-ring generated
by the compact sets in X, so it will be convenient to define the class
of nearly Borel sets or n-Borel sets of X to be the smallest sigma-
ring containing the bounded n-closed sets in X. Clearly, every Borel
set is an n-Borel set. A nearly Borel measure or n-Borel measure
on X is a countably additive, nonnegative measure on the n-Borel sets
such that each compact set has finite measure. An n-Borel measure
will be called nearly regular or n-regular if it is inner regular with
respect to the class of bounded n-closed sets. That is, an n-Borel
measure μ' is n-regular if for each n-Borel set E,

μ\E) = sup{μ'(C): C is a bounded n-closed subset of E] .

In order to illustrate these definitions and ideas in the context of a
nonmetrizable compact group, we have the following:

EXAMPLE 1.2. Let {X^ iel} be an uncountable collection of
nontrivial compact groups, and let X be the product of the X/s.
Let us say that two members of X are equivalent if they agree for
all but countably many coordinates. That is, x ~ y if and only if
{i 6 /: xi Φ yt} is countable. If [x] denotes the equivalence class con-
taining x, then it is easy to see that [x] is a bounded ^-closed set
and that [x] is not compact. Now fix weX. If yeX, let

W(y) = {x € X: for each iel,xi = yi or xt = w^ .

Define a partial order <^w on X by writing x^wy if and only if
xe W{y). Fix zeX — [w], and let vf be the n-Borel measure defined
on X as follows: v\E) = 1 if there exists an n-closed set F such
that E contains F Π [w] and such that z is a limit point of F Π
W(z)Γ\[w]; otherwise, v\E) = 0. (Cf. [5, Example 3] or [4, Exercise
52.10].) Incidentally, for an n-closed set F, the condition that z be
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a limit point of F Π W(z) Π [w] is equivalent to the condition that
for each xe W(z) Π [w], there exists y eFf)W(z) f][w] such that
ϊ ^ . l / . The w-Borel measure J/ is evidently ^-regular. I do not
know if the Borel measure v obtained by restricting 1/ to the Borel
sets of X is an ^-regular Borel measure, but that possibility seems
doubtful.

Now even if we wanted to restrict our attention to Borel sets
rather than n-Boτel sets, we would find that the Borel measure v in
Example 1.2 can lead to ^-closed sets which are not Borel sets. To
see this, let K be the (necessarily compact) subset of X x X given
by K = {(x, y): x <*w y). Since Kx = {y: x <^w y}, we see that v{Kx) = 1
if x 6 W(z) Π [w] and v{Kx) = 0 otherwise. Hence, {x e X: v{Kx) = 1}
is precisely the set W{z) Π [w], and this set is not a Borel set even
though it is bounded and -^-closed. Indeed, since W(z) is obviously
topologically equivalent to a compact group, we may let λ be the
Borel measure on W(z) corresponding to Haar measure on that compact
group. If μ(E) = X(Ef] W(z)) for each Borel set E in X, then the set
{x e X: v(Kx) = 1} is not even measurable with respect to the completion
of the Borel measure μ. (Cf. [5, Example 3].) On the other hand,
Theorem 2.6 will show that this measure μ can be extended to an n-
regular w-Borel measure μr on X. In that case, a product of μ and
v can be defined on the Borel sets of X x X by the formula p{M) =

\v(Mx)dμ' for all Borel sets M in X x X [6, Theorem 4.4].

Finally, I wish to express my thanks to the referee for valuable
comments concerning this paper.

2* Nearly regular nearly Borel measures* The main result of
this section is the extension of an ^-regular Borel measure to an
^-regular w-Borel measure in Theorem 2.6. Because of the similarities
between ^-regular Borel measures and regular Borel measures, it
will be convenient to look at these ideas in the context of the
abstract system given in [1]. Throughout this section we shall
therefore consider an abstract system {&, μ, <£*, ^/} on a set X
satisfying the following axioms:

I. & is a ring of subsets of X, and μ is a finitely additive
measure on &.

II. ^ is a family of subsets of X, and & is closed under
countable intersections and finite unions. We assume that the empty
set is in ^ and that each member of ^ is contained in some
member of & having finite ^-measure.

III. ^ is a family of subsets of X, and <%S is closed under coun-
table unions and finite intersections. We assume that if E e .^?, then
there exists U in ^ such that EaU, and we assume that if
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then there exists F e & such that UdF.
IV. If Ue <%f and C e <£*, then U - C e ̂ .
V. If Ce'ar then there exist Z7e ̂ / and ΰ e g ? such that C c

VI. If Cerέ? and C/e^/, then C-Ue<έ?.
VII. The ring & is contained in .ζf{^), the sigma-ring gen-

erated by ^ .
These are the axioms of [1, §§59 and 61] except that we let μ be a
finitely additive measure on a ring contained in Sf(%?) rather than a
countably additive measure on S^{^)y and the families ^ and % are
not required to be contained in &.

For this paper, an important example of a system satisfying
Axioms I-VII is the following: Let X be a locally compact space, let
& be a ring containing the Borel sets of X and contained in the n-
Borel sets of X, let μ be a measure on & such that each compact set
has finite measure, let ̂  be the class of bounded ^-closed sets in X,
and let ^ be the class of sigma-bounded w-open sets. It is easy to
see that Axioms I to VII are satisfied for this system {&, μ, &*, ^ } .

Suppose now that {^, μ, ̂ , ^ } is a system satisfying Axioms
I to VII. If A is a subset of a member of &, the inner measure
of A is given by μt(A) = snp{μ(E): E a A andEe^}, and the outer
measure (exterior measure) of A is given by μe(A) = inf {μ{F): AaF
and J F G ^ } . We say that a set E in & is mwer regular if

and Ce ^} .

Equivalently, the set E is inner regular if for each k < μ(E), there
exists a set F in ^ and a set C in ^ such that FaCaE and such
that & < ^(ί7). We say that a set 2? in ^ is outer regular if

μ(β) = mί{μ.{Uy.EdU and C/e^}.

Notice that inner [outer] regularity of a set depends not only on
the measure μ and the class r^\^/\ but also on the ring ^?. In
other words, suppose that ^ _ is a subring of ^?2 and that the
measure μx on ̂  is the restriction of μ2 to ^ . If a set E in ^
is inner regular for the system {^2, μ2, <£*, ^ } , it does not follow
that i£ is inner regular for the system {&l9 μu &*, %?}. However,
if E is inner regular with respect to μlf then it is also inner regular
with respect to the extension μ2.

Since the families ^ and ̂  are not assumed to be contained
in ĝ5, it is usually necessary to talk about μ^C) and μJJJ) when
considering inner regularity or outer regularity. However, if μ is
a countably additive measure on a sigma-ring & and if each set in
& is inner regular, then for each E 6 ̂ ?,
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μ{E) = sup [μ{C)\ CaE,Ce '£*, and C e &} .

This assertion is proved in [8, Theorem 4(iv)]. Similarly, if μ is a
countably additive measure on a sigma-ring έ% and if each set in
& is outer regular, then for each E e &,

μ(E) = inf{μ(U):E(zU,Ue //, and U e <%\ .

THEOREM 2.1. Suppose {/%?, μ, '^ , //\ is a system satisfying
Axioms I-VII.
Then: (1) If E and F are disjoint inner regular [outer regular}
sets in &, then E U F is inner regular [outer regular] also. (Cf.
[1, P 189].)

(2) If E and F are inner regular [outer regular] sets of finite
measure in .^?, then E Pi F is inner regular [outer regular] also.
(Cf. [1, Theorem 59.6 and p. 191].)

( 3) // μ is countably additive and {E^ is an increasing sequence
of inner regular [outer regular] sets in & and \jEie &, then U £**
is inner regular [outer regular] also. (Cf. [1, Theorems 59.5 and
59.4].)

( 4) If μ is countably additive and {Ez) is a decreasing sequence
of inner regular [outer regular] sets of finite measure in & and
ΠEiβ.^?, then f]Ei is inner regular [outer regular] also. (Cf. [1,
Theorems 59.6 and 59.7].)

A set will be called "bounded" if it is a subset of some member
of ^ [1, p. 195]. In view of Axiom V, every "bounded" set is
contained in some "bounded" set of 7,/. In view of Axiom VII, each
set in & can be expressed as the union of a sequence of "bounded"
sets in &.

THEOREM 2.2. Suppose {/M\ μ, 'S% ^ } is a system satisfying
Axioms I-VII and that μ is countably additive. Each set in & is
inner regular if and only if each set in & is outer regular.

Proof. Suppose each set in & is inner regular, and suppose E is
a "bounded" set in &. Choose a "bounded" set U in ^/ and a set F
in & such that EaUaF, where μ(F) is finite. Given ε > 0, choose
G 6 i f such that GaF - E and such that μt(G) > μ(F - E) - ε.
Then Ed U - G, the set U - G is in ^/, and μ{E) > μe(U - G) - ε.
Hence, each "bounded" set in & is outer regular, so that each set
in & is outer regular by Theorem 2.1.

Now suppose each set in & is outer regular, and suppose E is
a "bounded" set in .^. Then there exists a set C e vf and a set F
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in & such that EdCczF, where μ{F) is finite. Given ε > 0, choose
Ue%S such that F-EaU and such that μ(F - E) > μe(U) - ε.
Then C -UczE, the set C - Z7e if, and μ{E) < μ^C - U) + ε. By
Theorem 2.1 each set in ^? is therefore inner regular.

In the context of ^-regular Borel measures, Theorem 2.2 tells
us that a Borel measure μ is ^-regular if and only if

μ{E) = mί{μ{U): EaU and U is an w-open Borel set}

for each Borel set E.

THEOREM 2.3. Suppose {&, μ, ̂ , ^ } is a system satisfying
Axioms I-VΠ and suppose, moreover, that ^ is a compact class.
If each set in & is inner regular, then μ is countably additive. If
μ* is the unique extension of μ to a countably additive measure on
the smallest sigma-ring £^(&) containing &, then each set in

is inner regular {with respect to the system {&*{&), μ',

Proof. Use [8, Theorems 4(i) and 4(ii)].

LEMMA 2.4. Let {&, μ, r^, ^} be a system satisfying Axioms
I-VΠ. Suppose each member of £% is inner regular and that C is
a member of &* which is not in the ring &. If &' is the smallest
ring containing the set C and the ring έ%, then μ can be extended
to a measure μr on £%' such that each "member of &f is inner
regular {with respect to the system {έ%f,μ', c^

Proof. If Ee&', let μ'{E) = μe{EΓ)C) + μt{E - C), where μe

and μt are outer measure and inner measure, resp. Then μ' is a
measure extending μ [7, Theorem 1]. In order to show that each
member of &' is inner regular, it suffices to show that {E{\G)Δ{F— C)
is inner regular whenever E, Fe& and μ{E) < oo [7, p. 268]. If
Fe&, let us check that F — C is inner regular. We wish to show
that

μ'{F - C) = sup{(μ')*(#): D c F - C and D e 9f} .

To that end, suppose k < μ'{F - C). Since μ\F - C) = μt{F - C),
we may choose Ge& such that GczF — C and such that k < μ{G).
Since each set in & is inner regular, there exists a set D in ^
such that D c G a n d such that k < μ^D) <> (μ')i(D). It follows that

μ\F - C) = sup{( '̂)<(!>): DcF - C and J 5 e r / } ,

so that F — C is inner regular. Of course, 2? Π C is inner regular
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by part (2) of Theorem 2.1, so that (E f] C)Δ{F - C) is inner regular
by part (1) of Theorem 2.1.

THEOREM 2.5. Let {&, μ, ^ , %f} be a system satisfying Axioms
I-VII, and suppose ^ is a compact class. Let S^(^) be the smallest
sigma-ring containing ^. If each member of & is inner regular,
then μ can be extended to a countably additive measure μr on S^{^)
such that each member of S^^) is inner regular (with respect to
the system {S^(<^)f μ\ if,

Proof. Let us say that a pair (^?', μ') is an admissible extension
of (^ , μ) if (1) &' is a ring such that &(Z&'<z &>{&), (2)μf is a
measure on &' which extends μ and (3) each set in &' is inner
regular (with respect to the system {^', μ\ ^ , ^}). Notice that
μ' is countably additive in view of Theorem 2.3. We order the
admissible extensions in the obvious way and observe by Zorn's
lemma that there is a maximal admissible extension (&Of μ0). By
Lemma 2.4 and the maximality of (^ 0, μ0), the ring &0 contains ^.
Moreover, the ring ^ is a sigma-ring by Theorem 2.3. It follows
that ^ 0 = ^ ( ΐ f ) .

By letting the class ^ be the class of bounded ^-closed sets in
the locally compact space X, we get the following theorem as a
consequence of Theorem 2.5:

THEOREM 2.6. Let S^ be a sigma-ring containing the Borel sets
of X and contained in the n-Borel sets of X. If μ is a measure on
S^ such that each compact set has finite measure and

μ(E) = sup{μ(C): Ce.5^ and C is a bounded n-closed set in E)

for each Ee<9*, then μ can be extended to an n-regular n-Borel
measure on X. In particular, each regular Borel measure has an
n-regular n-Borel extension.

Although the extension of a Baire measure to a regular Borel
measure is unique [4, Theorem 54.D], there may be more than one
extension of an ^-regular Borel measure to an ^-regular w-Borel
measure. For example, let X be the set of all functions from an
uncountable set / into the discrete space of two elements {0,1}, and
let X have the product topology (topology of pointwise convergence).
Let μ be normalized Haar measure on the Borel sets of X. As in
Example 1.2, let us say that two members of X are equivalent if
they agree for all but countably many coordinates. If [x] denotes the
equivalence class containing x, recall that [x] is nearly closed. It
can also be seen that ft(|>]) = 0 and μe([x]) = 1 for each xeX. Now
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let x and y be two nonequivalent members of X, and let Sf be the
smallest sigma-ring containing [x], [y] and the Borel sets of X. The
regular Borel measure μ can be extended to ^-regular measures μ1

and μ2 on S? by letting μx([x]) = 1 and μ2([y]) = 1. The measures
μx and μ2 can in turn be extended to ^-regular %-Borel measures μ[
and μ[. Clearly, μ[ and μ\ are not equal since μ[([x\) = 1 and μl([x]) =
0. Incidentally, it is conceivable that μ has a unique extension to
a translation invariant, ^-regular w-Borel measure on X, but I have
not been able to show this.

A Borel measure is known to be regular if each bounded open
set is inner regular (with respect to the class of compact sets).
Similarly, we shall see in Corollary 2.8 that a Borel measure is n-
regular if each bounded open set is inner regular with respect to
the class of bounded ^-closed sets. For convenience, let us consider
classes ^ * and ^ * which are closed under finite unions and finite
intersections, which are subclasses of ^ and ^ , resp., and which
satisfy the following axioms (cf. [1, §61]):

IV*. If J 7 e ^ * and C e ^ * , then 17- Ce<^*.
V*. If CeίT*, then there exist Z 7 e ^ * and fle^* such that

CCLUCLD.

VI*. If C e ^ * and Uef/*9 then C- Ue<g>*.
VII*. The ring & coincides with ^ ( ^ * ) , the sigma-ring

generated by ^ * .

THEOREM 2.7. Suppose {&, μ,^, ΉS, r6p*, ^*} is a system
satisfying Axioms I-VΠ and IV*-VII* and that μ is a countably
additive measure on the sigma-ving &. If each "bounded" set in
<%f* is inner regular, then each set in & is inner regular (with
respect to the system {&, μ, <£*, *&}). (Here, "bounded" means
"bounded" with respect to &7*.)

Proof. Suppose each "bounded" set in ^ * is inner regular. We
show that if C and D are in ^ * , then C — D is inner regular (with
respect to the system {.̂ ?, μ, <&, ^}). We may assume without loss
of generality that DaG. By Axiom V* there exists a bounded set
U in ^ * such that CaU. By Axiom IV*, U-Ce&*, so that
U — C is inner regular by hypothesis. By Theorem 2.1(2), the set
C — D = Cn(U— D) is inner regular also. If ^ ( ^ *) is the smallest
ring containing ^ * , then each set in ^ ( ^ * ) is inner regular by
(1) and (2) of Theorem 2.1. It suffices to show that each "bounded"
set in ^? is inner regular. Suppose, therefore, that E is a "bounded"
set in <%. Then there exists a set if in ^ * such that EaK. Let
&κ be the set of all F in & such that F Π K is inner regular.
Clearly, &(<&*) c &κ, and &κ is a monotone class by (3) and (4)
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of Theorem 2.1. Then &κ = ̂ ?, so that Ez&κ, as was to be
shown.

COROLLARY 2.8. If μ is a (countably additive) Borel measure
and

μ(U) = sup{μ(C): CaU and C is a bounded, n-closed Borel set)

for all open Borel sets U, then μ is an n-regular Borel measure. If
μ' is a (countably additive) n-Borel measure and

μ'(U) = sup{μ'(C): CczU and C is a bounded n-closed set}

for all n-open sets U, then μ' is an n-regular n-Borel measure.

3* The product of two nearly Borel measures* Throughout
" this section, μ' and v' will be n-Borel measures on locally compact

spaces X and Y, resp. Under suitable conditions, we show the
existence of an n-Borel measure o n l x Y which extends the usual
product μ' x zΛ Notice that Mx = {y e Y: (x, y) e M} is an n-Borel
set in Y whenever M is an n-Borel set i n l x Γ and xeX.

THEOREM 3.1. If v' is n-regular and C is a bounded n-closed
set in 1 x 7 , then v'(Cx) as a function in x is measurable with
respect to the n-Borel sets of X.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of [6, Theorem 4.1], where
compact sets and open sets are replaced by bounded n-closed sets
and n-open sets, respectively.

THEOREM 3.2. // vf is purely atomic and C is a bounded n-closed
set in 1 x 7 , then v'(Cx) as a function in x is measurable with
respect to the n-Borel sets of X.

Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that \>' takes
on the values 0 and 1 only. It suffices to show that A = {x: v'(Cx) = 1}
is a bounded n-closed set. Clearly A is bounded since C is bounded.

Now suppose B is a countable set in A. Then v'(Cx) = 1 for all
xeB. Let D = fl {Cx:xeB}. Then v'{D) = 1, and D is contained
in Cx for all #eclosure(i?). Hence, closure(jB) is a subset of A.

Theorem 3.2 shows an advantage of n-Borel measures over Borel
measures since there exist locally compact spaces X and Y, a purely
atomic Borel measure v on Y, and a compact set K in 1 x 7 such
that the function v(Kx) is not measurable with respect to the Borel
sets of X [5, Examples 1, 2 and 3].
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It is useful to know when the function v'(Cx) is measurable with
respect to the w-Borel sets of X for each bounded ^-closed set in
X xY; in that case an w-Borel measure p[ can be defined on 1 x 7

by the formula p[(M) = \v'(Mx)dμ' for all w-Borel sets l i n l x F .

(Cf. [6, Theorem 4.4].) By Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we have the fol-
lowing:

THEOREM 3.3. If the n-Borel measure v' is n-regular or purely
atomic, then an n-Borel measure p[ is defined on 1 x 7 by the
formula

p[{M) = \v'{Mx)dμ'

for all n-Borel sets M in X x Y. Similarly, if the n-Borel measure
μ' is n-regular or purely atomic, then an n-Borel measure p[ is
defined on X xY by the formula

p'JiM) = \μ'(My)dv'

for all n-Borel sets M in X X Y.

If μ' and v' are both -^-regular, then p[ and p'2 are both defined.
However, p[ and p[ may be unequal and they may both fail to be
^-regular even though both μ' and i/ are ^-regular. For example,
let ω[ denote the set of ordinals less than or equal to the first
uncountable ordinal ω1 and let ω[ have the order topology.

Since ωλ — ω[ — {α>J is first countable, the ^-closed sets of ω[
are precisely the compact sets together with the closed, unbounded
subsets of α>lβ Hence, the Borel sets and w-Borel sets of ω[ coin-
cide. Let μ' = v> be Dieudonne's nonregular Borel measure on 1 =
Y = ω[. That is, if E is a Borel set in X, then μ\E) = 1 if E
contains a closed, unbounded subset; of ωx and μ\E) = 0 otherwise
[4, Exercise 52.10]. It is easy to see that the measure μ' — v' is
^-regular since each closed, unbounded subset of ω1 is a bounded
^-closed set in ω[.

If U = {(x, y) 6 X x Y: x < y < α>J, then U is an ^-Borel set in
1 x 7 since it is open in X x Y. It is easy to see that p[{ U) = 1
and that p[{U) — 0, so that pi and p'2 are unequal in this case. Now
if C is an ^-closed subset of U, it is easy to see that p[(C) — 0. The
reason is that there exists x0 in ωλ such that Cz is empty whenever
x > xQ. If this were not the case, then there would exist a sequence
{(#», Vn)} ίn C s u c ^ that xn < yn < xn+1 for all n, and this sequence
would converge to a point on the diagonal. Hence, p[ fails to be
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^-regular. Similarly, if V = {(x, y): y < x < ωj, then V is an open
set for which p'2{V) = 1. However, $(C) = 0 for each ^-closed subset
of V, so that pi also fails to be ^-regular.

4* Complements on sequentially closed sets* A set A in X
is called sequentially closed if the limit of every convergent sequence
in A is itself a member of A [2, p. 108]. A set is sequentially
open if its complement is sequentially closed. Every w-closed set is
sequentially closed, but there exist sequentially closed sets which
are not ^-closed. A set will be called sequentially Borel if it is in
the smallest sigma-ring containing the class of bounded, sequentially
closed sets. It is interesting that the class of bounded, sequentially
closed sets behaves much like the class of bounded w-closed sets,
and we indicate some analogues of the theorems of §§2 and 3 for
sequentially closed sets and sequentially Borel sets. Recall that a
space is sequentially compact if every sequence contains a convergent
subsequence.

THEOREM 4.1. If X is sequentially compact and {CJ is a sequence
of sequentially closed sets having the finite intersection property,
then Π Gt is nonempty.

Proof. Since the intersection of a family of sequentially closed
sets is sequentially closed, we may assume without loss of generality
that {CJ is a decreasing sequence of nonempty, sequentially closed
sets. For each i, choose xt e d. Since X is sequentially compact,
some subsequence of {#J converges, say to x. It follows that xeCi
for each i, so that xe n C<.

Incidentally, the hypothesis that X be sequentially compact is
needed in Theorem 4.1. Indeed, the assertion that the class of
sequentially closed sets is a compact class is equivalent to the state-
ment that X is sequentially compact.

Suppose X is a locally compact space, & is a ring containing
the Borel sets of X and contained in the sequentially Borel sets, c^
is the class of bounded, sequentially closed sets in X, and ^ is the
class of sigma-bounded, sequentially open sets. Axioms I to VII are
satisfied for the system {.̂ ?, μ, <£*, ^ } . Hence, each Borel [sequentially
Borel] set is inner regular with respect to the class of bounded,
sequentially closed sets if and only if each Borel [sequentially Borel]
set is outer regular with respect to the class of sigma-bounded,
sequentially open sets. Indeed, each Borel [sequentially Borel] set
is inner regular with respect to the class of bounded, sequentially
closed sets if and only if each bounded open set [bounded, sequentially
open set] is inner regular with respect to the class of sequentially
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closed sets.
Now suppose that X is also sequentially compact and that £?

is a sigma-ring containing the Borel sets and contained in the sequen-
tially Borel sets. In view of Theorem 2.5, we have the following:
If μ is a measure on £f such that each compact set has finite
measure and such that each member of S? is inner regular with
respect to the sequentially closed sets, then μ can be extended to a
countably additive measure on the sequentially Borel sets such that
each sequentially Borel set is inner regular with respect to the class
of bounded, sequentially closed sets.

A sequentially Borel measure is a countably additive, nonnegative
measure on the sequentially Borel sets such that each compact set
has finite measure. We close with an analogue of Theorem 3.3 for
the product of two sequentially Borel measures. In a sense, Theorem
4.2 is stronger than Theorem 3.3 since no conditions are placed on
the measure i/.

THEOREM 4.2. Suppose μ' and i/ are sequentially Borel measures
on locally compact spaces X and Y, resp. If C is a bounded, sequen-
tially closed set in 1 x 7 , then v'(Cx) as a function in x is measurable
with respect to the sequentially Borel sets of X, Hence, a sequentially
Borel measure pi is defined on X xY by the formula

p[{M) -

for each sequentially Borel set M in 1 x 7 .

Proof. It suffices to show that the bounded set A = {x: v\Cx) ^ a]
is sequentially closed whenever C is a bounded, sequentially closed
set in 1 x 7 and a is positive. Suppose, then, that {x(n)} is a
sequence in A which converges to x. Necessarily, lim sup C ^ is a
subset of Cx. Then since v'(limsuτpCx{n)) ^ a [1, Theorem 17.2], it
follows that xeA and we are done.
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